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It’s time for

Something New
VIRTUAL EVENTS
When a face-to-face event isn’t possible, but engaging and

“The strength of

rewarding your staff remains a priority, we can provide the
solution. Over the years we have worked to be one of the leading

the team is each
individual member. The
strength of each
member is the team.”Phil Jackson

agencies of grand scale corporate events and team building.
We have teamed up with caterers to provide delicious hampers
and our team of entertainers can host virtual parties of all sorts.
From live entertainment to interactive murder mysteries that will
have you and your team scratching your heads into the night. It’s
a lot more than your basic Zoom quiz.
Our extensive experience allows us
to work closely with you to create
the perfect package for your
guests, we can provide an event to
suit all needs.
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Uncover clues using augmented reality

Manor House Murder
Forming part of our Remote Series, our Manor House Murder challenge is a highly interactive
problem-solving event designed to test your crime-solving skills. CSI meets Cluedo in this classic
‘whodunit’, requiring players to work together to unlock and examine key evidence such as witness
statements and suspect interviews, using augmented reality to reveal hidden information along the
way. As you explore the crime scene via an interactive map, you’ll complete tasks and challenges
which will help you acquire evidence and assist with your investigation.
Hosted via video conference and one of our virtual event managers, points will be awarded for
successfully completing observational and trivia questions, as well as fun photo and video tasks, all
whilst identifying the weapon, murderer and motive.
Our remote Event Manager will set the scene with a tense virtual briefing, giving you as much
information as possible about the crime. Teams will then be faced with a series of witness cards and
a floor plan of Cadaver Manor. Using your own smartphone devices, you’ll work your way through a
myriad of clues by tapping on the different rooms and witness cards throughout the game.
You must examine evidence and liaise with key witnesses in order to piece together the sequence of

“ I N T E R A C T I V E LY T R A N S ”

EVENT COSTS:

events that unfolded at Cadaver Manor. There is a real sense of urgency in this case to start ruling

Set up fee: £350 +VAT (per 50 guests)

out suspects and catch the killer.

Price per person: £20 +VAT

The aim of the game is simple; piece together the evidence, catch a killer and solve the crime, all
before you run out of time.
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Work against the clock in a series of challenges set around the globe

Around the World
Take your team on a virtual globe-trotting trip around the world, visiting 22 countries across 40,000
virtual miles while putting your teamwork, collaboration and creativity to the test!
Starting in Argentina, each country contains a series of tasks & challenges to earn participants Travel
Credits to make it to their next destination. With a whole host of challenges including demonstrating
Kung-Fu skills in China, to exploring well known landmarks on Google Maps to uncover the answers
to questions - there’s something for everyone! Keep an eye on the clock though - Travel Credits are
earned not only through completing tasks, but for distance travelled too. The team with the most
Travel Credits at the end will be crowned the winners!
This 90 minute travel-packed activity will see players start their global adventure in Argentina and
work their way across 22 countries, answering interactive tasks and trivia as they go.
Using Travel Credits to fund their adventure, teams must answer a series of location-specific
challenges to progress. As you work your way across the interactive map, collecting boarding passes
and navigating your location, you’ll utilise your Travel Credits to further advance.

“ I N T E R A C T I V E LY T R A N S ”

EVENT COSTS:

The aim of the game? To be the team with the highest number of Travel Credits at the end of the

Set up fee: £250 +VAT (per 50 guests)

activity. Make sure you keep an eye on the live scoreboard and the clock though as Travel Credits

Price per person: £12 +VAT

are earned not only through completing tasks, but for distance travelled too.
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Work in teams going head to head in an intriguing remote team building experience

Escape Room
An amazing remote team building experience where small groups of 3-4 work in unison to decipher
all kinds of clues riddles and challenges in order to escape the virtual room. It’s a tense head to head
experience against the clock, where teams have to share ideas and answers to progress and avoid
getting locked in.
Our remote Event Manager will set the scene with a tense virtual briefing, detailing why participants
must escape! Teams will then be faced with a locked study that they must virtually break out of
before they run out of time. Using their own smart devices, participants will work their way through
a myriad of clues by tapping on the objects throughout the room.
They must progress through the three stages of The Virtual Escape challenge as quickly as they
can, while correctly completing questions and challenges as they go. Teams who employ a
thoughtful strategy and manage their time carefully shall prevail. The aim of the game is simple;
solve the clues to crack the code and break free, all before you run out of time.

“ I N T E R A C T I V E LY T R A N S ”

We have two escape experiences: The “Art Heist“ and our NEW TO 2021 “Arctic Survival”.

EVENT COSTS:

Set up fee: £250 +VAT (per 50 guests)
Price per person: £12 +VAT
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Work together in small teams

Rogue Agent
As the newest recruits to the Mi5: your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to capture an agent
who has gone rogue. Obtain evidence to substantiate your claim, pin down his location and capture
him before he makes his escape!
Play in teams over your preferred video conferencing platform and race for which team can
compete the mission first!
Our experienced hosts will keep the group entertained and ensure that the event runs smoothly.
Suitable for froups of 20-1000 players, this premium experience will help engage, ignite and reward
your teams.

“ I N T E R A C T I V E LY T R A N S ”

EVENT COSTS:
Set up fee: £250 +VAT

Price per person: From £20 +VAT
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Spice up any virtual event with this highly addictive & engaging experience

Musical Bingo
Hosted by a professional comedic compere, individual or teams are given themed bingo cards. It’s
now over to the wheels of steel as the tunes pump out as quickfire snippets. Players simply strike
off the songs as they go or recognise them. As per the real things there’s prizes for two & three lines
as well as the full house.
To spice things up we also add in some bonus rounds for teams to catch up and gain some extra
much needed points. The eliminator freezes other teams, whilst react challenges other teams to
sing a song of choice live.
Musical Bingo is a great day or evening event. It serves well as a fun interactive team building
activity, or as an upbeat energizer for any conference meeting or event.

“ I N T E R A C T I V E LY T R A N S ”

EVENT COSTS:
Set up fee: £250 +VAT

Price per person: £12.50 +VAT
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First to the buzzer wins!

Speed Quizzing
Use your brains, brawn's and fingers to answer the questions as quickly as possible. The questions
will test contestants general knowledge and recent events trivia. There's no need for pens or paper
as the event takes part on our new, slick app whilst hosted by a professional events host. Everyone
will play individually as it’s fastest to the button so there’s no time to confer answers!

• Customisable options, from branding to round themes and questions!
• Interactive, easy-to-use app
• No need for pens, paper or messy self-marking!
• Professional, slick & entertaining with a fun & friendly host
• Perfect for up to 250 teams!

“That was the best quiz we’ve done. So clever, and everyone had lots of fun!”
Private Party

“ I N T E R A C T I V E LY T R A N S ”

EVENT COSTS:
Set up fee: £250 +VAT

Price per person: £12.50 +VAT
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Take a trip to the 20’s and solve the case

Sherlock’s Grand Debut
The date is 1921, you are an 18 year old Sherlock Holmes embarking on your maiden investigation –
the murder of Lord Harrington in Chapelgate Manor.
You must work with your colleagues to investigate the manor, solving dastardly riddles and clues to
uncover… Whodunnit!
This hosted murder mystery escape game is the ultimate virtual team building activity and the latest
addition to our 5 star games. Play in smaller teams and race to see who can catch the killer first!
Get into character: dust off the feather boa and become the femme fatale you always wanted to be,
or grab the deerstalker and pipe and see things through the eyes of the master detective himself.
This, dear Watson, will be far from elementary.

“ I N T E R A C T I V E LY T R A N S ”

EVENT COSTS:
Set up fee: £250 +VAT

Price per person: From £20 +VAT
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TV inspired virtual team building.

Task The Master
Inspired by the hilarious TV show, Task the Master challenges teams with a hilarious selection of
team games that will literally have your people in stitches of laughter, we kid you not!
Run virtually all games are designed to be completed by using items in your house but you need to
think outside the box and be creative to impress the Task Master. The games come in all shapes and
sizes and are only revealed when the famous wax sealed envelope is opened. There’s absolutely
something for everyone, with the name of the game being good old-fashioned fun.
The event starts by teams selecting their first challenge. The task can either be a live challenge or a
practice challenge. Live challenges take place straight away meaning the team have to think quickly
on their feet. Practice challenges give the group 10 minutes to plan their strategy. The games are so
varied you will literally not know what’s coming next. Some of our favourites include:
Smartie Pants – separate different coloured smarties wearing boxing gloves
Spud Sticks – how many potatoes can you move using giant chop sticks
Easy Peezy – how much lemon juice can your team member squeeze whilst you’re standing in a
bucket of iced water…

“ I N T E R A C T I V E LY T R A N S ”

EVENT COSTS:

Set up fee: £350 +VAT (per 50 guests)
These are just 3 of over 25 amazing games to choose from. If you want an event that will have

Price per person: £20 +VAT

people bending over with laughter then this it it.
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The most fun you'll have at home this year!

House Party
Combining a mash up of our most hilarious gameshow style rounds, this is a fully interactive BIG fun
online team experience, ideal for parties. Hosted by a professional comedian compere in costume
we recreate the buzz and energy anyone would associate with a tongue in cheek TV show.
In the post, everyone receives a party pack of mystery goodies, with everything they need to take
part in each round. Now, in teams everyone takes part in a series of fun games, each one earning
them points which stack up on a rolling leaderboard. Games include a mini Guinness World Record
challenge, cake decorating, true or false, casino wheel of fortune and even a catwalk challenge.
The hosts give rolling feedback as the game progresses and teams work their way through all the
different rounds. The experience is designed to create lots of laughter, interactions, communication,
and creativity to work together and score maximum points.

“ I N T E R A C T I V E LY T R A N S ”

EVENT COSTS:

Set up fee: £350 +VAT (max 50 guests)
Price per person: £55 +VAT
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Learn how to mix delicious cocktails or mocktails with our professional mixologists

Virtual Cocktail Making
This event can be done with alcoholic or non alcoholic cocktails, or healthy nutritional
smoothies. Or both!
In advance everyone is emailed a list of ingredients and drinks, or these can be posted as
packs to each participant. Now it’s time to login to our virtual platform where you’ll be greeted by
our cocktail team behind the bar. They’ll kick off the session with an amazing demonstration of
flaring skills, and how to mix the perfect selection of famous cocktails.
Now it’s over to you. Everyone will have a go at mixing and flaring a variety of drinks by
using lot’s of very cool techniques. Every drink is judged on appearance, and your honesty of what it
tastes like….The final challenge involves people collaborating as mini teams to come up with a
brand-new cocktail. It must be named, created and presented ready for bonus points.
What's included in your event?
•

Pre team liaison

•

Ingredient lists and mixing guidelines

•

Optional posted cocktail kits

•

Online professional mixologist host

Set up fee: £895 +VAT (per 50 guests)

•

Online judging

Price per person: £110 +VAT

•

Follow-up recipes

•

Pre event planning and support

“ I N T E R A C T I V E LY T R A N S ”

EVENT COSTS:
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Hampers
Beer & Nibbles: £25.00 including delivery and VAT

Mini Prosecco & Nibbles: £25 including UK delivery and VAT

Crate Session IPA 3.6% ABV Can 330ml

The Drinks Bakery Parmesan, Toasted Pine Nuts & Basil Biscuits 20g

First Chop Jam Mango Pale 4% ABV Can 330ml

Fairfields Farm Crisps Aspall Cyder Vinegar & Sea Salt 40g

Jiddler's Tipple Bog Standard Lager 3.8% ABV 330ml

Olly's Olives Basil & Garlic Snack Pack 50g

Little Bobby Jebbs Chicken Crackling Habernero Chilli 30g

Serious Pig Cornish Sea Salted Almonds 35g

Made For Drink Mangalitza Salami Chips 23g

Serious Pig Snacking Pickles 40g

Serious Pig Classic Snacking Salami 28g

Terre di Giulio - Prosecco Brut ABV 11% 20cl

Beer & Dips: £25 including UK delivery and VAT

Mini Prosecco & Chocolate: £20 including UK delivery and VAT

Brewgooder Clean Water Lager 4.5% ABV Can 330ml

Love Cocoa Prosecco 41% Milk Chocolate Bar 75g

Empress British Pale Ale 4.5% ABV Bottle 330ml

Terre di Giulio - Prosecco Brut ABV 11% 20cl

Fairfields Farm Crisps Sweet Chilli 150g
Rubies in the Rubble Spicy Tomato Relish 210g
Soffles Spring Onion & Italian Cheese Pitta Chips Sharer Bag 165g

Cheese & Sparkling: £50 including UK delivery and VAT
Prosecco DOC Treviso Frizzante by Terra Serena 75cl
Chocolate and Love Organic 70% Dark Chocolate with Pomegranate Bar 80g
Great British Biscotti Co Red Onion Marmalade & Walnut Biscotti 100g

Please note the minimum order for hampers is 10. If you would like to proceed with an order

Godminster Waxed Organic Vintage Cheddar 200g

please ask your event manager for an order form.

Wild Beer Co Ninkasi Champagne Beer ABV 9% 750ml
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Add a hamper to your event and enjoy your treats together

Adventure Connections
0203 967 6967
info@adventureconnections.co.uk
https://www.adventureconnections.co.uk
The Shire House, Firle, Lewes, BN8 6LP

After all, fun is a serious business
adventureconnections.co.uk
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Contact Us

